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Kurt Johnson, Sr. is  based in Austin,  Texas and 
has  written  on  a  variety  of  subjects.   Links  for  and 
listings of his more current works can be found at the 
website: http://www.gismedia.com/kurtjohnsonbooks .

His  two  most  recent  books  are  Glass  Walls,  a  
case  study  involving  public  policy  decision  making 
(2009), which is non-fiction, and Depraved Prosecution 
(2012), a novel based on a real, high-profile murder case 
which occurred in Williamson County, Texas (referenced 
as “Wiyamsun County” in the novel).

Glass Walls  analyzes how conservative religious 
and  political  ideologies,  coupled  with  the  neo-
conservative movement, have impacted social and moral 
views on the part of ideological spokespersons and, in 
particular,  local  politicians—with  primary  examples 
taken from Williamson County, Texas.

Depraved Prosecution is a fictional account based 
on the  events  involving the  1986 murder  of  Christine 
Morton,  which  occurred  in  Williamson  (“Wiyamsun”) 
County.  In 1987, the victim's husband, Michael Morton, 
was  convicted  and  sentenced  to  life  in  prison.   After 
years and years of desperate attempts by his lawyers to 
gain access to evidence in the case,  it  was discovered 
that key, exculpatory evidence had been withheld from 
the court and from the defense, including a blue bandana 
containing  DNA evidence  which  not  only  exonerated 
Morton but also led to the arrest of a suspect who is now 
awaiting  trial  on  the  murder  charge.   The  book  uses 
“fictional” characters  with telltale names based on the 
real case to tell the story and connect the dots regarding 
what  really  happened  and  how  a  strange  case  of 
characters came together to allow this injustice to occur. 
Otherwise unexplained causes and effects which caused 
this travesty of justice are illuminated in the novel, based
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on  painstaking  research  involving  hundreds  of 
documents, transcripts, and depositions.

Johnson says, “I wrote  Glass Walls  to show the 
adverse effects which can occur from opacity rather than 
transparency in government, a condition which does not 
serve the public interest.”

He  adds,  “I  wrote  Depraved  Prosecution  as  a 
novel because the latitude allowed  having a protagonist 
guide the narrative along with being able to fill in the 
blanks and answer the outstanding questions. As fiction, 
it allowed for the re-creation of conversations supported 
by the volumes of documents in the case.”

 Here  is  additional  biolgraphical  information as 
provided by the author:

I was born in Taylor (Williamson County), Texas,  
the year after the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, in  
Wedemeyer Hospital on West Seventh Street (go down  
the  grand center  hallway,  last  door  on the  left)  some  
years after it  had been transformed to a real hospital  
after serving as a lunatic asylum.  The building is still  
there,  with plywood covering the doors and windows,  
and in dire need of  repair,  which probably will  never  
happen. My youthful years were spent as the oldest son  
of a blackland cotton farmer and his wife, whose most  
substantive  farming  activity  involved  200  acres  some 
five  miles  north  of  Hutto,  the  very  land  which  later  
would be consumed by the Williamson County landfill.  
(The  landfill  gatehouse  is  located  about  40  yards  
southwest of where the large, white, historic farmhouse  
once stood.)  I boarded and departed the yellow school  
bus of the Hutto Independent School District a half-mile  
east of the house at a curve in the main road (now the  
somewhat realigned FM 1660) at the spot now occupied  
by a small  building associated with the landfill  which  
serves as the Williamson County Recycle Center.
 

I managed to get through the segregated, Hutto 
I.S.D.  School  system  (my  grandfather,  E. S.  Johnson,
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was a school board trustee for a time) without serious,  
adverse incidents, then went on to receive a B.A. from 
Texas Lutheran College (now University) with a major  
in sociology and a double minor in Greek and German.  
I then went on to receive a Master of Divinity degree  
from the Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago, after  
which I served as a pastor in the Lutheran Church in  
America, which later was absorbed into the Evangelical  
Lutheran Church in America through merger.  

My  career  path  later  involved  being  a  
speechwriter in the Texas legislature, a writer and editor  
for  a  major  Texas  trade-journal  magazine,  and  a 
reporter  and  managing  editor  for  Texas  newspapers.  
After  a  longer  stint  working  for  non-profit  electric  
utilities  (electric  cooperatives),  I  became  a  business  
consultant.  Over several decades, I have been involved  
in freelance writing on various subjects and active in the  
work of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America,  
chiefly at the congregational level.
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